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Donalee Gastreich is a brilliant speaker, passionate
educator and a highly sought after executive results coach. 
 
Her start in business was selling print and promotional
products where she found innovative, creative ways of
serving clients and providing ideas and outcomes that were
not only welcoming but became a new standard for herself
and others on the sales team - she masterfully achieved
sales rep of the month and reached new heights and levels
of success year after year.  Donalee lives what she teaches
and her life and attitude are a direct representation of that.  
 
Personal life events took her into unchartered waters
mandating a need to look at her current thinking, beliefs,
and habits to determine her future, truth, passion, and
purpose.  Transformation is not only possible it is most
probable.  All we need do is seek and we shall find what it is
we are seeking.   Every human being is a super computer
and the operating system is our self-talk, beliefs, and habits. 
 
As a Certified Life Mastery Consultant and PCC, Donalee is
gifted at empowering individuals in recognizing their
greatness, to master and prosper to their fullest potential.
 She prides herself in taking her clients performance to the
next level, UP-LEVELING Leaders, AMPLIFYING
RESULTS, achieving measurable and repeatable outcomes.
 She is skillful in her articulation, intuitive and creative in her
process while delivering transformational results.   
 
Through her motivational talks and powerful workshops,
Donalee helps inform, UP-LEVEL, inspire and empower
individuals to achieve peak potential and new levels of
success. Her compassionate, compelling style offers a safe,
loving space for others to feel welcome and secure while
creating change, results, and mastery. 
 
Donalee is a highly sought after executive "RESULTS"
coach who combines body, mind, and spirit into everything
she delivers.  Her energy and presence will be felt by all.
 She brings out one's greatness and inner power allowing
their intuition, creativity, and individuality to come alive
within. 

Donalee Gastreich

Donalee

"Donalee is
amazing! If you

have any
opportunity to work
with her, grab it...

You will thank
yourself later!" 

Elena K 
EK Global 



 
 
Donalee is a competent speaker who 
inspires, motivates and entertains her audiences,  
large and small.  Donalee customizes her content to 
your organization and culture to deliver impactful and
powerful messages for RESULTS. 

 
 
Donalee's workshops and lunch-n-
learns will have your staff begging
for more.  She ignites the fire of
desire for a greater expression of life
in each participant and creates more
aliveness and purpose 
within for greater productivity.  
Let's discuss a workshop  
that brings MASSIVE 
RESULTS for you. 

MASTERING M.E.  -  your point of POWER
Communication Skills Enhanced
360 Awareness to Embrace Peak Potential
Harnessing your Invisible Power
Health & Well-Being in the Workplace
Less Stress More Clarity

"Donalee is a one of a kind
person! You are lucky if
you are touched by her

creative and artistic
abilities!" 

Kris Hammond 
Chiropractor

Workshops

     Mastering M.E. -  your point of power 
     How big is your playground? - 360 Awareness 
     Spiritual side of success - Conscious Leadership 
     Communicating from the heart 
     MIND FULL or Mindful 
     Bringing creativity & fun to the workplace 
     Leadership from the inside out 
     The power of YES And 
     

workshops

speaking

 What would you love?  

What if you could? 

What if it were easy?



CONTACT INFORMATION

Dona lee  Gas t re i ch  
314-640-6633  
dona lee@comp le te -so lu t i ons l l c . com

Social Media Profiles 
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LifeMasterywithDonalee/ 
Twitter - https://twitter.com/completesolu 
LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/in/donaleegastreich/ 
 
Website 
www.complete-solutionsllc.com

Speaking Engagements ~ Workshops ~ Coaching 

"Most people do not see  

their Beliefs.   

Instead their beliefs 

tell them what to see. 

This is the simple 

difference between 

clarity and confusion." 

~Donalee


